
 

Analysis Datasheet 

Investigator Plus 

Investigator Plus delivers the right data metrics and data management you need. 

Consulting unlocks the value of the data. Combined, it delivers an optimized,  

accelerated path for your transformation. 

Amp up your Analysis with Investigator Plus 

Scalable. Regardless of the size of your estate, Investigator Plus's hub-

spoke deployment, means all your analysis data is centrally stored in SQL. 

Customizable data metrics (like data retention tags, privacy, company data 

like business unit) can be collected.  

Agentless collection means no security risk to your production. 

Outcome Orientated focus empowers you to make immediate actionable  

target decisions such as removal, archive, migrate and transform. 

Organized & Extensible architecture offers a single location to manage rec-

ommendations, business feedback, transformation costs, application  

decisions paths and more. 

Analysis is  

about questioning 

 to build an achievable transformation quickly, for the right reasons! 

Investigator Plus  

collects: 

•Database Inventory 

•Database Properties 

Usage data (who, 

when, what) 

Active contributors 

Roles 

Security 

Replicas 

•Database content 

Used forms and fields 

Types of content and 

usage 

Attachment types and 

volumes 

Encryption 

Workflow in use 

Orphaned documents 

Content which cannot 

be migrated 

Readers & Authors 

• Database design 

Template 

Hidden design 

Stored forms 

• Custom Data 

...and more! 
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Why re-create the past 

FAQ’s 

Will Investigator Plus tell me where I should migrate? 

 Generally, business will determine application end points. Investigator Plus 

provides a platform to manage those decisions and report on datapoints.  

How do I know what to migrate? 

 Investigator Plus will automatically highlight databases for removal and  

archival, further analysis will determine the remainder.  

 Analysis of the content and how the database is used will guide you to your 

best target platform. 

 Migrator Plus presents the structure of where content is stored so no need 

to migrate unnecessary forms or fields! 

I’ve run an assessment before. Why do I need Investigator Plus?  

 Many assessments do not review the content level of a  

database and focus on the source complexity. We focus on content and 

how it is used. Reimagine building a simpler, modern application based on 

todays business needs, not how it was done in the past.  

 If you have collected the important datapoints, our experienced  

consulting team can advise and interpret your results accelerating your 

transformation journey. 

when you can re-imagine the future? 

“We thought we 

knew the scope 

of our migration. 

We were not 

aware of these 

other databases 

which need to be 

archived  

before we can 

decommission 

Domino” 

 

 

 

“We are so glad 

we took time to 

analyze. It saved 

us from migrat-

ing so many re-

dundant applica-

tions.” 
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